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Abstract: Very complex hydrogeological characteristics of karst, particularly position of cavern and 

karst conduits, including position and directions of the main zones of groundwater distribution, are 

not yet explained enough. Even after detailed and complex research of geological, hydrogeological 

and geomorphologic characteristics, some rules of karst hydrogeology and groundwater flows in karst 

have remained unclear. In spite of the number of investigation methods are successfully adapted to 

the geological specificity of karst formation, and some new specific methods which are created and 

developed particularly for karst, still a lot of limitations minimize its application. Methods as tracer 

tests, speleology, cave diving, borehole radar, thermal logging, geoelectrical sounding, echo- 

sounding and video logging provide the best results.   

 

Tracer tests are the most common investigation methods in regional as well as in local scale. 

Geoelectrical sounding and mapping are frequently used in number of dam, reservoir and tunnel 

projects. The borehole radar techniques obtain local information about fracturing and cavity detection. 

Caverns are clearly detected at close vicinity (10 – 20 m) from borehole. Geothermal method is based 

on the fact that underground flow forms a low temperature anomaly around a karst channel. The 

inverse temperature gradient indicates an active karst conduit. Application of different logging 

technique including video and echo-sounding require existence of boreholes. 

 

Among the all investigation methods the speleology and cave diving are only exploration methods 

which enable the presence of man in the underground and direct observation including exact 

geological mapping of karstic channels and caverns. At number of cases the grout curtain routes are 

re-designed on the base of speleological investigations. The proper speleological measurements are 

unavoidable for karst channel plugging beneath the dams and reservoirs. Investigation of concentrated 

seepage zones at the bottom of reservoirs and submerged karst channels is possible by applying 

diving techniques only. In the past 50 years more than 100 water caves, springs, and ponors longer 

than 1200 m were investigated by cave diving, as well as more than 120 water caves, springs, and 

ponors deeper than 100 m  were investigated also by cave diving. However, cave diving is very 

danger method particularly in the case of very narrow channels deep beneath the groundwater level. 
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Role of speleology and cave diving in tapping of the large karst spring is unavoidable. The karstic 

springs are the most interesting phenomenon from hydrogeological point of view, and their 

investigations needs particular attention. The speleological investigations have been performed in 

1840 to solve a water supply problem in the city of Trieste, Italy.  

 

Besides investigations for mentioned purposes, protection of karst groundwater is getting more and 

more as an important parameter of regional planning and development of karstic regions. 

Construction of dams, reservoirs and underground structures has, at some cases, the negative 

environmental impacts. One of impacts still not enough attended is human influence on endemic 

species which are settled in the vadose caves and submerged karstic channels. Speleology and cave 

diving are among the most important diagnostic methods to analyze these impacts and number of 

different secondary uncertainties.    


